Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR’S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

- Good TA

- Sourav has helped us beyond his TAing hours in every possible way with suggestions, followups and also spending effort on our road blocks and challenges. He has been a very good TA and the best TA I have seen so far.

- An awesome instructor who cares for the students and their projects.

- Extremely helpful TA. Goes above and beyond to make sure the students understand the material. He is available and accessible in person or online as much as possible. Cares about students’ success in the course, and spends time with them to make sure they will do well.

- No one is more of a homie than Sourav. This dude is asking us to ask him how we are doing. He brings the office hours to the students instead of the other way around. If there is any shred of you considering NOT rehiring this man, I IMPLORE you to reconsider, because my friend, you are sorely mistaken. 11/10 Ta.

- A little unprofessional related to matters of his students progress.

- Sourav is good as TA, but it would be great if the following can be followed. # Set the office hour as 2 hours per week. That is important for student discussion particularly in a graduate course. 1 hour is not sufficient. # Provide necessary feedback on assignments and exams # Need more help and support about course material, supporting documents (papers/slides/video/documents) that is important for the course